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First Image: Home, East Entryway to Patriot Plaza, 
Sarasota National Cemetery, Sarasota, FL, 2014

Commissioned by the Patterson Foundation
Bronze, stainless steel and boralstone, 17’ x 6’ x 3’

Photo Credit: Sean Harris
This page: Saint Walking, Bronze, life-size, Akron, OH
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PROFILE

Sculptor and public artist Ann Hirsch has worked throughout the 
U.S. on projects such as Home (2014), a transitional space into 
Patriot Plaza at Sarasota National Cemetery which was com-
missioned by the Patterson Foundation and includes large for-
mat bronze Bald Eagles’ nests; and the Bill Russell Legacy Proj-
ect (2013-2015) which was commissioned by the Boston Celtics 
Shamrock and comprises three statues in bronze set within a field 
of granite and brick elements that is part sculpture and part inter-
active playground. 

Other projects include several site-specific bronze figures that 
build upon and move beyond traditional statuary through stag-
ing interactive encounters with the public, broadening the land-
scape of the commemorated; and opening new spaces for visi-
tors and discussion within monumental works. 

Ann’s work often relies on the human form to engage the public in narratives that are acces-sible, 
interactive and inclusive.  In addition to permanent public artwork, she is actively engaged in tem-
porary installation work that takes on current issues as well as social practice initiatives in art with 
local communities.

As one half of the multidisciplinary collaboration A+J Art+Design, Ann created the 2016 art instal-
lation SOS (Safety Orange Swimmers) for the Fort Point Channel Floating Art Project in Boston. The 
installation was extensively covered by local news outlets, and social media, and was named out-
standing project of the year by Americans for the Arts Public Art Network Year in Review and Fea-
tured Project and Top 20 artwork by ArtPrize 9 in Grand Rapids, MI. The touring project speaks  di-
rectly to the culture and history of local immigrant communties and their descendants in relation to 
the current global refugee crisis. A+J Art+Design is currently at work on a percent-for-art commission 
for North Square, Boston that will plug into city government mapping strategies to tell stories about 
current and former residents of the area. 

Ann is a 2016-2017 City of Boston Artist-in-Residence (Boston AIR), a program through which she col-
laborated with the Vine Street Roxbury Boston Center for Youth and Families (BCYF) in a 10-month 
community engagement art project. Her work has increasingly involved a community engagement 
component. Traditionally, permanent public artworks have relied on practices that exclude com-
munities by their technical nature. Being a Boston AIR was an opportunity to gain skills in collaborat-
ing with communities while still making art that is viable for long term installation in public spaces. The 
challenge is to adapt her studio processes to methods that everyone can participate in.

Ann teaches undergraduate sculpture at Rhode Island School of Design. Her studio is outside of 
Boston, MA in Somerville. 

Right: Detail, Home, East Entryway,Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National Cemetery, Sarasota, FL, 2014, Bronze, 
stainless  and boralstone, 17’ x 6’ x 3’. Commissioned by the Patterson Foundation; and above: Ann Hirsch, 
Boston City Hall Plaza by Essdras M Suarez/Boston Globe Staff, 10.23.2013
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Art can help bring people together around 
shared goals and values while honoring the 
differ-ences that make a place unique. The 
currency of public art can be a striving for 
common ground, common experiences 
and a sharing of languages and symbols 
across barriers. 

Artists can help us to investigate and reas-
sess received notions and assumptions that 
we didn’t even know we had. Art can also 
be an aid to policy making and government 
process-es in many ways. Artists can help 
find ways to include community members 
in the creation of public art to increase feel-
ings of cohesion and ownership. And art can 
be part of a City’s statement to the country 
about who we are.

Bill Russell Legacy Project, Draft Plan View 
City Hall Plaza, Boston, MA, 8 x 18 x 33 feet, 2012 - 2015
bronze sculptures in field of brick and granite pavers and plinths     
with Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation
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Home, East Entryway to Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National Cemetery, Sarasota, FL, 2014
Bronze, stainless steel and boralstone, two wall sculptures, each 17’ x 6’ x 3’
Photo Credit: Sean Harris
Commissioned by the Patterson Foundation

Patriot Plaza is the result of a first-ever partnership between a private charitable entity – The 
Patterson Foundation – and the National Cemetery Administration. Art is integrated through-
out the 1.83-acre ceremonial amphitheater. Ann’s permanent installation for Patriot Plaza 
comprises two large format wall sculptures that present a re-envisioning of our national sym-
bol as a protective and nurturing figure while highlighting the role families play in the services 
and sacrifices of our men and women in uniform.

Through national symbols and the values they evoke, many become one. All are included in 
the American Bald Eagle’s embrace. The Eagle became our national symbol for its courage 
and loyalty to family. 
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Home, East Entryway to Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National Cemetery, Sarasota, FL, 2014
Bronze, stainless steel and boralstone, two wall sculptures, each 17’ x 6’ x 3’
Commissioned by the Patterson Foundation
Photo Credit: Steven Brooke

While in their nests, parent eagles “mantle”; they use their wings to shroud their food supply 
and protect their young from harm. In the sculpture, the eagles perch at two eye levels, high 
and low, and the elder eagle teaches the eaglet a gesture of protection.

The bronze branches are enveloped in the curvature of the wall and stand off the surface 
far enough that the rising and the setting of the southerly sun casts patterns of light and 
shadow on the wall behind the sculpture.
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Home, East Entryway to Patriot Plaza, Sarasota National Cemetery, Sarasota, FL, 2014
Bronze, stainless steel and boralstone, two wall sculptures, each 17’ x 6’ x 3’
Commissioned by the Patterson Foundation
Photo Credit: Steven Brooke

Ann’s permanent installation for Patriot Plaza comprises two large format wall sculptures that 
present a re-envisioning of our national symbol as a protective and nurturing figure while 
highlighting the role families play in the services and sacrifices of our men and women in 
uniform.

Like a human dwelling, the nest on the right side of the entryway is a “Home” where acts 
of everyday life occur. The sculpture on the left side of the east entryway to Patriot Plaza is 
accompanied by a quote from Abraham Lincoln’s second inaugural address regarding the 
formation of the National Cemetery System.
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Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier of A+J Art+Design
SOS (Safety Orange Swimmers), Fort Point Channel Art Basin, Boston, MA, 2016
foam, conduit, rope, marine hardware and anchor, approx 40’ x 20’
Commissioned by the Fort Point Arts Community

The floating installation instantly engages the public with 22 bright orange fig-
ures floating in a dynamically changing group. The figures are animated by 
winds and currents.  Each figure represents nearly one million of the estimated 
22.5 million refugees worldwide who face peril seeking safety and freedom.
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Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier of A+J Art+Design
SOS (Safety Orange Swimmers), ArtPrize 9, Grand Rapids, MI 2017
foam, conduit, rope, marine hardware and anchor, approx 40’ x 20’
Commissioned by the Fort Point Arts Community, Installation funded 
by ArtPrize 9 Inc. Photo credit: Cory Morse/ MLive

The floating installation instantly engages the public with 22 bright 
orange figures floating in a dynamically changing group. The figures 
are animated by winds and currents.  Each figure represents nearly 
one million of the estimated 22.5 million refugees worldwide who 
face peril seeking safety and freedom.
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Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier of A+J Art+Design
SOS (Safety Orange Swimmers), ArtPrize 9, Grand Rapids, MI 2017
foam, conduit, rope, marine hardware and anchor, approx 40’ x 20’
Commissioned by the Fort Point Arts Community, Left: Installation funded by ArtPrize 9 Inc. 
Photo credit: Jon Katje. Above: Gallery exhibitions of Swimmers

The floating installation instantly engages the public with 22 bright orange figures floating in 
a dynamically changing group. The figures are animated by winds and currents.  Each fig-
ure represents nearly one million of the estimated 22.5 million refugees worldwide who face 
peril seeking safety and freedom. SOS sparked conversation in national media and on local 
television and was voted a top 20 finalist out of over 1,300 ArtPrize 9 entries.
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Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier of A+J Art+Design 
North Square Public Art Project, Site Rendering, September 2017 for installation Fall, 2018
North End, Boston

The North Square Public Art Project is City of Boston Percent-for-Art project that we are 
creating in collaboration with Public Works and the Boston Art Commission for Bos-ton’s 
oldest and most cherished public square. Our proposal conceives of North Square con-
ceptually as the site of many intertwined stories and both conceptually and physically 
as a small space with a big view. The accepted proposal will lead to the creation of four 
sculptures in bronze that each focus on a different narrative thread associated with the 
Square, including: pre-industrial Boston; maritime stories; stories of immigration and habi-
tation; and recent cultural traditions. The placements of the sculptures take advantage 
of the orientation of the triangle of North Square and the physical space of the Square 
which has a big view experienced from the space of an intimate refuge. We are making 
the sculptures in close collaboration with the community. 
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Bill Russell Legacy Project, City Hall Plaza, Phase I,  Boston, MA, 2012 - 2015
Three bronze sculptures (8’h., tallest )and 18’ x 33’ brick field of granite pavers and plinths     
with Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects.
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation.

The Bill Russell Legacy project is dedicated to the great Celtics champion, human rights ac-
tivist and national mentorship leader, Bill Russell. Russell’s adaptation of lessons learned on 
the court of basketball into a philosophy for civic engagement, mentorship and compassion 
are central to the work. Here concepts derived from basketball are translated through the 
structure of the artwork which is experienced through a process of physical exploration and 
interaction. Ten plinths surround Russell. Each plinth features a key word and a corresponding 
quotation to illuminate the myriad accomplishments spanning Mr. Russell’s career both on 
and off the court. 

Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier of A+J Art+Design and Studio Without Walls Collaborative
Solid Illusion, 1” x 12’ x 12’, wood and metal, 2016
Temporary installation for Everything You Can Imagine IS REAL, an exhibition of site re-
sponsive sculpture in Riverway Park, Brookline, MA

Solid Illusion is a two dimensional “wire frame” of the three dimensional solid, a dodeca-
hedron. When viewed from certain points of view, the sculpture resolves into the ap-
pearance of a perfect three dimensional solid form but when the viewer shifts angle, the 
illusion is broken as the object’s two dimensional reality becomes clear. There is only one 
optimal viewing angle, and a move to one side or the other engages the viewer in a dis-
concerting and disorienting play between perception, perspective and preconceptions.
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Bill Russell Legacy Project, City Hall Plaza, Phase I,  Boston, MA, 2012 - 2015
Three bronze sculptures (8’h., tallest )and 18’ x 33’ brick field of granite pavers and plinths     
with Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects.
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation.

The Bill Russell Legacy project is dedicated to the great Celtics champion, human rights ac-
tivist and national mentorship leader, Bill Russell. Russell’s adaptation of lessons learned on 
the court of basketball into a philosophy for civic engagement, mentorship and compassion 
are central to the work. Here concepts derived from basketball are translated through the 
structure of the artwork which is experienced through a process of physical exploration and 
interaction. Ten plinths surround Russell. Each plinth features a key word and a corresponding 
quotation to illuminate the myriad accomplishments spanning Mr. Russell’s career both on 
and off the court. 
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Bill Russell Legacy Project, City Hall Plaza, Phase II, Boston, MA, 2012 - 2015
Three bronze sculptures (8’h., tallest )and 18’ x 33’ brick field of granite pavers and plinths     
With Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects.
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation.

 
The Bill Russell Legacy project is dedicated to the great Celtics champion, human rights ac-
tivist and national mentorship leader, Bill Russell.  The artwork features a sculpture of Bill Rus-
sell and two sculptures of a boy and a girl. The sculpture of Mr. Russell represents Bill Russell 
the whole man. The sculptures of the children represent the potential in each child to suc-
ceed based on his or her own merits. In the second phase of the project, Ann collaborated 
with teens from Roxbury and Somerville to codesign the sculptures of the children through a 
mentorship process.
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Bill Russell Legacy Project, City Hall Plaza, Phase II, Boston, MA, 2012 - 2015
Three bronze sculptures (8’h., tallest )and 18’ x 33’ brick field of granite pavers and plinths     
With Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects.
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation.

 
The Bill Russell Legacy project is dedicated to the great Celtics champion, human rights ac-
tivist and national mentorship leader, Bill Russell.  The artwork features a sculpture of Bill Russell 
in game action pose with 11 granite plinths representing the 11 championships he helped 
the Boston Celtics win and two sculptures of a boy and a girl. The 7 1/2-foot-tall, larger-than-
life bronze sculpture of Mr. Russell represents Bill Russell the whole man. The sculptures of the 
children represent the potential in each child to succeed based on his or her own merits.

In the second phase of the project, Ann collaborated with teens from Roxbury and Somer-
ville Massachusetts as well as Ekua Holmes of MassArt, Nicole Flint of Project RIGHT, BCYF 
Streetworkers and Susan Lovett of the Lilla G. Frederick Middle School to codesign the sculp-
tures of the children through a mentorship process.
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Bill Russell Legacy Project, City Hall Plaza, Boston, MA, 2012 -15
Three bronze sculptures (8’h., tallest )and 18’ x 33’ brick field of 
granite pavers and plinths     
With Pressley Associates, Landscape Architects.
Photo Credit: Official White House Photo, Peter Souza.   
Commissioned by the Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation.

The Bill Russell Legacy Project focuses on Russell’s translation 
of lessons learned on the court of basketball into a philosophy 
for civic engagement, mentorship and compassion.

Prior to the unveiling of the Bill Russell Legacy Project, President 
Barack Obama paid a visit to City Hall Plaza to greet Bill Rus-
sell and see the sculpture. In 2011, Russell had been awarded 
the Presidential Medal of Freedom by President Obama in 
honor of his contributions as a human rights activist, national 
mentorship leader and champion athlete who was the first 
African - American player coach in professional sports.
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Ann Hirsch, Boston Artist-in-Residence, 2016-2017, 
Vine Street BCYF, Roxbury, through the Boston 
AIR program.

Above: Louise and “Rebirth, Life” and right, Mar-
cus anf Marcellus, “Father and Son”

The Boston AIR program, which is administered 
by The Mayor’s Office of Arts and Culture and 
the Boston Art Commission, supports artists as 
agents of reflection, collaboration, and activ-
ism, whether through process-oriented practice, 
direct community engagement, or as lead-ers of 
system-wide change projects at BCYF and other 
City agencies. The artists expand their own civic 
and social practice, alongside a parallel cohort 
from ten BCYF community centers and other City 
employees. They explore methods to incorpo-
rate an artistic social practice into government 
and community work.

The residency focused on making connections 
through public art and sculpture with many dif-
ferent groups of community members, especial-
ly youth. 
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Ann Hirsch, Boston Artist-in-Residence, 2016-2017, Vine 
Street BCYF, Roxbury, through the Boston AIR program

Right and below: Superteens youths, and project co-
ordinator Yolanda and the emoji project

We focused on different ways meanings can be con-
veyed between one another and in looking at public 
art in the environment, especially where hand ges-
tures are concerned.  

We looked at the theme of hand gestures as a lens 
through which to explore current issues and future 
goals, as well as the use of non-verbal communication 
modes in the expression of fear, protection, and pro-
test. The hand casts act as a time capsule for a center 
and neighborhood that is undergoing many changes. 
Project work prompted discussions around the need 
for public art within the community center, a dialogue 
that has continued post-residency.

Full documentation here: http://www.annhirsch.com/
AIR/ManyHandsblub.pdf
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Ann Hirsch, Boston Artist-in-Residence, 2016-2017, Vine 
Street BCYF, Roxbury, through the Boston AIR program

Right and above: Lifecasting hands as a form of self expres-
sion and gestures of power and strength

The residency focused on making connections through 
public art and sculpture with many different groups of 
community members, especially youth. 

We looked at the theme of hand gestures as a lens through 
which to explore current issues and future goals, as well as 
the use of non-verbal communication modes in the expres-
sion of fear, protection, and protest. The hand casts act 
as a time capsule for a center and neighborhood that is 
undergoing many changes. Project work prompted discus-
sions around the need for public art within the community 
center, a dialogue that has continued post-residency.
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Stanley Ketchel, The Michigan Assassin, Grand Rapids, MI, 2016
bronze on limestone with bronze plaques, 7’ x 3’ x 3’ 
Commissioned by the Secchia Family Foundation.

This sculpture in bronze is part of the Grand Rapids Community 
Legends program the goal of which is to inspire civic pride and 
local identity. The sculpture is permanently installed on the west 
side of Grand Rapids in the City’s historic Polish neighborhood, 
an area now undergoing wiedspread gentrification, where 
Polish-American boxing legend Stanley Ketchel was born in the 
nineteenth century. The sculpture emphasizes the great boxer’s 
power and intimidating presence in the ring, especially during 
the ‘stare down’ before a match. Accurate details help tell the 
story of Ketchel’s achievements.
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Anna Bissell, The first female C.E.O. in the United States, Grand Rapids, MI, 2016
bronze on limestone with bronze plaques, 8’ x 3’ x 3’ Commissioned by the Sec-
chia Family Foundation.

This sculpture in bronze is part of the Grand Rapids Community Legends pro-
gram the goal of which is to inspire civic pride and local identity. It is perma-
nently installed in a plaza outside the DeVos Convention Center in downtown 
Grand Rapids. It represents Mrs. Bissell at the moment when she assumed the 
helm of the Bissell Company following the death of her husband to become 
the first female C.E.O. in the United States, Unlike many historical representa-
tions of women in monuments, she is represented for her achievements.
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SELECTED CRITIQUES, PANELS AND LECTURES

2017  artist talk, Flansburgh Architects guest artists’ talk
 artist panel, Contemporary public art practices, Artisans’ Asylum, Somerville, MA
 artist panel, Boston Artists-in-Residence, Works in Progress, Boston Public Library
2016 artist talk, Fort Point Arts Community, SOS (Safety Orange Swimmers)
2015 artist talk, St. Botolph Club, Boston, MA
2014  artist talk, Ringling Museum of Art, “Creative Conversations at the Historic Asolo Theater”
 artist talk, Ringling College of Art, “Process: The Hand of the Artist, Technology and Craftsman  
 Collaborators”
2009 panelist, “Where Did It Come From? Case Studies in the Creative Process,” AIB, Boston, MA
           visiting critic, Clark University, senior studio
2007  juror, Somerville Arts Council, Visual Arts Fellowship through the MCC
          visiting artist lecture, Prospect Hill Academy, Cambridge, MA, (11.07, 4.07)
2006  guest speaker, New England Model Engineering Society, Charles River Museum

SELECTED PRESS 

2017
- Thomas, Maggie. Paying for Public Art. Public Health Post, 3.14.2017 
- Kane, Ashley. Boston’s Best Contemporary Artists and Where to See Their Work. Culture Trip, 3.8.2017 
- Gorel, Amy. Art in Boston That Made You Think. The ARTery, WBUR, 1.12

2016 
- The Editors of ARTnews. Morning Links: Orange You Glad for Art?  Artnews, 12.29
- Seidel, Leanne Burden. Art for the Public; A look at how artists around the world are transforming shared  
spaces. The Big Picture. The Boston Globe, 11.23
- Batchelor, Will. With Fort Point Exhibit, a Look at the Global Migrant Situation, Boston College Heights. 11.2
- Ryan, David L. Bird takes to this artistic spot SOS Safety Orange Swimmers by Ann Hirsch and Jeremy Angier floats 
in the Fort Point Channel. The Boston Globe, 11.2
- Cook, Greg. What Orange People Clinging To Inner Tubes In Boston Channel Says About Refugee Crisis.  
The ARTery, WBUR, 10.24
- Martin, Liam. Artists Aim to Bring Attention To Refugee Crisis With Fort Point Floating Art. CBS local, 10.11
- Jackson, Amanda. Boston’s newest art installation takes on world refugee crisis. CNN, 10.13
- Niezgoda, Abby. Floating Art Turning Heads in Boston’s Fort Point Section. NECN, 10.11
- Ryan, David L. Plight of the Refugees, The Boston Globe, 10.13
- Gaffin, Adam. Bright orange people float into Fort Point Channel. Universal Hub, 10.10
- Buell, Spencer, Floating Orange ‘Swimmers’ Are Coming to the Fort Point Channel Boston Magazine, 9.10
-Ahlgrim, Callie. Meet the 10 locals accepted into Boston’s artists-in-residence program. Boston.com, 10.8
- Harty, Brian. “The Hero Game”, Ring Magazine, 1.2016

2015 
- Collins, Nigel. The rebirth of boxing great Stanley Ketchel. ESPN.com, 10.2.2015
- Hartwell, Darren. Bill Russell Legacy Project’ Statues Unveiled At Boston’s City Hall, NESN.com, 10.29

2014 
- Kipling Kay. New Patriot Plaza Salutes Veterans With Inspired Works of Art, Sarasota Magazine, 8.27
- Rife, Susan. A Brief History of Sculpture, leading to Patriot Plaza,   Herald Tribune, 11.13
- McCann, Margaret, Donald Kuspit, et al. The Figure; Painting, Drawing, and Sculpture, NY: Skira Rizzoli

2013 
- Atkin, Ross. Basketball’s Bill Russell joins the Bronze Age, The Christian Science Monitor, 11.2
- Levy, Gabrielle. Obama Gets Sneak Peek at Bill Russell Statue, United Press International, 10.30
- Holmes, Baxter. Sculpting Bill Russell was labor of love for Ann Hirsch, The Boston Globe, 10.23
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Contact Information

Ann Hirsch
Ann Hirsch Sculpture Studio

2 Bradley Street, #S3
Somerville, MA 02145

www.annhirschstudio.com
ann@annhirsch.com

917.902.0545


